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control Nature with light



“…the major challenge facing neuroscience is the 
need to control one type of cell in the brain while 
leaving others unaltered. Electrical stimuli cannot 
meet this challenge - they activate all circuitry 
without distinguishing between different cell types, 
and their signals cannot turn off neurons with 
precision. Drugs are not specific enough either, and 
they are much slower than the natural operating 
speed of the brain.… 

Light activation may be the only answer.” 

Francis Crick, 1977
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where is violence located in the brain?
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“Jonesy”



Optogenetics

Method of the Year (2010)

Biggest Breakthrough (2013)



Optogenetics



Optogenetics

Noninvasive Brain Control Is Real 
— and That’s Good

Erasing Bad Memories 
May Soon Be Possible
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sunlight spectrum in space as a function of wavelength
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The ability to “sense” visible light evolved everywhere



Organic photochemistry
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Organic photochemistry + protein = light biosensor
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Fig 2: The hot springs of Yellowstone National Park, USA, were 
among the first places Archaea were discovered. 

 

Archaea include inhabitants of some of the most extreme environments on Earth. Some live near rift 
vents in the deep sea at temperatures well over 100 degrees Centigrade. Others live in hot springs 
(such as the ones pictured above), or in extremely alkaline or acid waters. They have been found 
thriving inside the digestive tracts of cows, termites, and marine life where they produce methane. 
They live in the anoxic muds of marshes and at the bottom of the ocean, and even thrive in petroleum 
deposits deep underground. Some Archaea can survive the desiccating effects of extremely saline 
waters. However, archaea are not restricted to extreme environments; new research is showing that 
some archaea are also quite abundant in the plankton of the open sea. 

One salt-loving group of archaea includes Halobacterium, a well-studied archaea. The light-sensitive 
pigment bacteriorhodopsin gives Halobacterium its natural specific color and provides it with 
chemical energy. Bacteriorhodopsin has a lovely purple color and it pumps protons to the outside of 
the membrane. When these protons flow back, they are used in the synthesis of ATP, which is the 
energy source of the cell. This protein is chemically very similar to the light-detecting 
pigment rhodopsin, found in the vertebrate retina. 

Fig 3 : Clones of Halobacterium salinarum on an agar plate . These 
contain the information for the production of the modified 
bacteriorhodopsins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4 : Chemiosmotic coupling between the sun 
energy, Bacteriorhodopsin and 
phosphorylation by ATP synthase(chemical energy) 
during metabolism in Halobacterium salinarum. 



The channelrhodopsin family
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Fundamental principles in neurology

the neuron



Electrochemical gradients in neuronal conduction

net output: 3 sodium ions

net input: 2 potassium ions

buildup of negative charge inside neuron
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Electrochemical gradients in neuronal conduction



Goal: implement light-activated ion channels to activate neurons
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Channelrhodopsin cloning and in vitro characterization

Peter Hegemann

Georg Nagel

Science, 2002, 296(5577), 2395-2398.

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
(green algae)

bacteriorhodopsin channelrhodopsin (algae)



Channelrhodopsin cloning and in vitro characterization
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(green algae)
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Channelrhodopsin cloning and in vitro characterization
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Channelrhodopsin insertion into neurons

Nature Neuroscience, 2005, 8(9), 1263-1268.

Karl Deisseroth

Georg Nagel

virus containing 
channelrhodopsin DNA

rat hippocampal  
neurons

ChR 
expression

depolarization and repolarization pulsed activation



Nature Neuroscience, 2005, 8(9), 1263-1268.

Karl Deisseroth

Georg Nagel

ChR+ neurons behave just like regular neurons
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super fast pulsed activation and reactivation

Repeated optical control of neuroactivation
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Nature Neuroscience, 2005, 8(9), 1263-1268.
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Optical control over synaptic transmission



Susanna Lima

Gero Miessenböck

Cell, 2005, 121(1), 141-152.

Drosophila melanogaster 
(fruit fly)

In vivo optogenetics
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Mapping and controlling the flight response



Cell, 2005, 121(1), 141-152.

Mapping reflex arcs with optogenetics



Understanding wake/sleep cycles with optogenetics

Karl Deisseroth

Luis de Lecea

Nature, 2007, 450(7168), 420-424.
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Understanding wake/sleep cycles with optogenetics



J Neuroscience, 2008 27(52), 14231-14238.

Mapping the motor cortex with optogenetics
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Mapping the motor cortex with optogenetics

Karl Deisseroth

Viviana Gradinaru

right motor cortex 
= left body movement



J Neuroscience, 2008 27(52), 14231-14238.

Mapping the motor cortex with optogenetics



Nature Neuroscience, 2018, 21(3), 364-372.

Daesoo Kim

Object fascination in the hypothalamus
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Object fascination induced with light
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Object fascination induced with light



Nature Neuroscience, 2018, 21(3), 364-372.

Controlling mouse movement with optogenetic object fascination
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Controlling mouse movement with optogenetic object fascination



Mapping/tagging memories with optogenetics

what is memory? 
where and how is it stored?



Karl Lashley
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learning/memory is distributed across the brain

different regions can compensate for damage

Searching for the engram



A memory is a collection of neurons
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Mapping/tagging memories with optogenetics

inducible ChR expression

only neurons active during an  

event will express channelrhodopsin

ChR expression

Science, 2020, 367(6473), eaaw4325.
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Memory manipulation worklfow

the bad memory: 

audible cue followed by shock

fear conditioning

now blue-light activatable 

even in absence of cue

Science, 2020, 367(6473), eaaw4325.



Memory manipulation worklfow

the bad memory:

fear conditioning

now blue-light activatable 

even in absence of cue

Science, 2020, 367(6473), eaaw4325.

blue-light activated memory recall



Christine Denny

Optogenetic inception of false memories
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memory-encoding neurons memory-retrieving neurons

Optogenetic inception of false memories
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Optogenetic inception of false memories
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Light-oxygen-voltage (LOV) domains
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a transition from the monomer to a rapidly exchanging 
VVD dimer103 (FIG. 6b). Although conformational change 
in the Ncap is important for the function of VVD100, the 
exact role of Ncap restructuring and oligomerization as it 
relates to WC-1 regulation is unknown. WC-1 has a very 
similar LOV domain to VVD, indicating that homo- and 
hetero-oligomerization of these domains may have an 
important role in this process103,104.

Light-dependent DNA binding: Erythrobacter litoralis 
LOV HTH. A recent study of the E. litoralis LOV HTH 
protein, EL222, revealed a structural mechanism of 
regulation with features of both the phototropin and 
VVD mechanisms105. EL222 is a light-regulated DNA-
binding protein. In the dark, the protein is monomeric 
and the HTH domain is docked against the β-scaffold 
of the LOV domain, with Jα playing the part of a linker 
between domains (FIG. 6d). The new study provides evi-
dence that light activation of the EL222 LOV domain 
disrupts the interaction interface between the LOV and 
HTH domains, and this structural change ultimately 

leads to the formation of an EL222 dimer (the requisite 
oligomeric state that is required for HTH–DNA binding) 
on the DNA. Thus, light activation of a LOV domain is 
proposed to both promote undocking of HTH from the 
β-scaffold and modulate the oligomeric state of EL222 
in the presence of DNA.

The LOV domain as a tool in synthetic biology. The 
versatility of the LOV domain as a general light-sensing 
module has been demonstrated by recent successes in 
the engineering of synthetic LOV protein photosensors. 
As discussed above, a bacterial LOV domain has been 
swapped with a related (but non-photoresponsive) PAS 
domain to create a synthetic light-triggered LOV HK96. 
The FKF1 LOV signalling protein of A. thaliana has been 
developed as a light-regulated switch that can initiate 
the formation of heteromeric protein complexes in live 
cells to regulate processes such as transcription and actin 
remodelling106. Other groups have taken advantage of 
the large light-driven conformational change in A. sativa 
phot1 LOV2 (REF. 76) and made photoactive fusions with 
the tryptophan repressor107, dihyrofolate reductase108 
and the GTPase RAC1 (REF. 109), and have demonstrated 
regulation of their activities in vitro or in vivo to varying 
extents. In these latter cases, there is no evidence that 
any of these proteins have ever been associated with, 
or regulated by, a PAS domain over the course of their 
evolutionary history. The success of these engineered 
systems is even more surprising when one considers  
the small number of constructs that was tested before the 
investigators obtained a synthetic light-regulated system. 
These results in LOV photoprotein engineering suggest 
that  there is a low barrier for the natural evolution of new 
protein function via domain swapping and help explain 
the great diversity of LOV proteins.

The recent successes of appending LOV domains to 
a broad range of protein platforms immediately suggest 
many possible biological and biotechnological applica-
tions of this tool110,111. For example, there are thousands 
of annotated sensor–effector proteins for which both the 
signal and physiological output are unknown. In a bacte-
rial context, substitution of the sensor domain of a signal-
ling protein of unknown function with a photoactivatable 
LOV domain can allow one to probe cellular function. 
Examples of proteins for which this approach will be use-
ful include sensor HKs of two-component systems and 
ligand-binding transcription factors of one-component 
systems. In this scheme, a LOV domain (and light) could 
provide a generic signal that could be used to interrogate 
the physiological response downstream of any signal-
ling protein. For the specific case of a PAS-containing 
HK47,96, successful proof-of-concept experiments have 
already been carried out. It is conceivable that LOV pro-
tein fusions could be engineered in bacteria to perturb 
the dynamic subcellular processes that are regulated by 
the cytoskeleton, similarly to the approach used for actin-
based motility in mammalian cells using the synthetic 
LOV–RAC1 system109.

For those wishing to use LOV domains to toggle the 
activity of their favourite protein, it may be the case that 
a LOV domain does not simply work ‘off the shelf ’. In 

Figure 6 | Structural models of signalling in LOV proteins. a | In phototropintype 
signalling, cysteinylflavin adduct formation induces a conformational change in the 
LOV2 (light, oxygen or voltage 2) domain that results in disruption of the interaction  
with the Jα helix. This leads to activation of the effector domain. b | In the VVD protein of 
Neurospora crassa, light (hν) activation leads to rearrangement of the aminoterminal cap 
(Ncap) and a subsequent change in protein dimerization. E|^|&CVC�HTQO�;VX#�KP�Bacillus 
subtilis and from bacterial LOV histidine kinases provide evidence for models in which 
illumination of a LOV domain induces conformational changes in an extended Jα helix.  
d | In the 'T[VJTQDCEVGT|NKVQTCNKU LOV HTH (helix–turn–helix) protein, EL222, it has been 
proposed that light activation disrupts the interaction surface between the LOV domain 
and the HTH domain. This lightdriven structural change leads to dimerization of the 
protein on DNA105.
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LOV-based optogenetic switches

requirement of Erk signaling in cell fate specification, they did not
allow understanding of how Erk signaling input is differentially
conferred to achieve cell fate control. Johnson and co-workers
implemented an optogenetic method based on the iLID protein
heterodimerization system to precisely regulate Erk signaling in
space and time by controlling the activity of the Ras exchange factor
Sos, which upon membrane recruitment starts an endogenous
signaling cascade that culminates in Erk activation (Fig. 3A,B).
Using this method, they demonstrated that cell fate switches in the
embryo are triggered by the cumulative dosage of Erk signaling,
rather than the duration or amplitude of signaling pulses (Johnson
and Toettcher, 2019). These results contradict the ‘transient versus
sustained’ model proposed in cell culture, which hypothesizes that
cells interpret quantitative differences in signaling dynamics, such as
the duration of signaling inputs, as determinants for cell fate
specification (Dowdle et al., 2014; Ebisuya et al., 2005; Marshall,
1995; Nakakuki et al., 2010). Instead, in vivo the picture emerging
from optogenetic control of Erk signaling is that cell fate control is
encoded in the total amount of Erk activity integrated over time
(Johnson and Toettcher, 2019; Johnson et al., 2017). Similarly,
Krishnamurthy et al. implemented the CRY2/CIBN system to
photoactivate Raf1, a kinase acting upstream of Erk (Krishnamurthy
et al., 2016). Optogenetic activation of Raf1 in Xenopus embryos
after germ layer specification (a developmental stage during which
applications of traditional genetics is technically challenging)
induced ectopic tail-like structures in the head region, suggesting
that Raf1 activation is sufficient to cause transformation of the
embryonic tissue (Krishnamurthy et al., 2016).

During development, signaling pathways (such as Erk) are
controlled by morphogen molecules, which are distributed in
spatial gradients and provide positional information for tissue
patterning and cell differentiation (Wolpert, 1969). The first-
identified morphogen, Bicoid (Bcd), patterns cells along the
anterior-posterior axis of the early Drosophila embryo (Driever
et al., 1989). However, the exact time period during which cells
integrate positional information has remained elusive. Huang et al.
employed optogenetics to temporally control Bcd activity and explore
how the dynamics of the Bcd morphogen gradient is interpreted
during early development (Huang et al., 2017). By expressingCRY2-
tagged Bcd, they rescued bcd−/− mutant embryonic development in
the dark, indicating that the protein functions normally. When
exposed to blue light, however, embryos failed to develop head and
thorax structures, resembling the bcd mutant phenotype. By
restricting Bcd activity to different time windows, they found that
targets induced by high Bcd concentration (i.e. targets with low-
affinity binding sites) require longer temporal exposure to Bcd,
compared with targets induced by low Bcd concentration (i.e. targets
with high-affinity binding sites). Thus, optogenetics helped to reveal
dynamic aspects of morphogen-sensing mechanisms, namely that
cell fates depending on high Bcd concentration also require a longer
period of Bcd exposure (Huang et al., 2017).

Comparable optogenetic approaches inhibiting target protein
activity in specific tissues were used to demonstrate the temporal
requirement of specific factors at distinct stages of development.
For example, McDaniel and co-workers show that the pioneer
factor Zelda, a master regulator of zygotic genome activation
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Light-activated dimerization

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci., 2017, 112(1), 112-117.
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Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci., 2017, 112(1), 112-117.



Light-activated dimerization

Current Biology, 2022, 32(21), 4660-4674.

optical control over microtubule/cytoskeleton



Light-activated dimerization

Current Biology, 2022, 32(21), 4660-4674.



Light-activated dimerization

Current Biology, 2022, 32(21), 4660-4674.



Light-activated phase separation

Cell, 2017, 168(1), 159-171.
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DNA binding/gene activation



Choose your fighter

molecule synthesis molecule degradation

DNA binding/gene activation RNA binding/gene inhibition



Optogenetic hardware upgrades

Nature neuroscience, 2021, 24(7), 1035-1045.
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cortex activation synchronized asynchronous

Optogenetic hardware upgrades



The optogenetic outlook

brain mapping/functional wiring understanding/manipulating memory
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basic cell biology mechanisms understanding/manipulating memory
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